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Abstract
The pressure to distinguish high quality from lower quality law journals is intensifying. To contribute to
this debate, citation-based and peer review-based ranking of law journals are paralleled in the paper, using
qualitative and quantitative analysis. It is found that all law journals that are considered as journals of the
highest quality by legal experts are also ranked highly in Web of Science (WoS) and that 40% of the law
journals categorised as ‘internationally leading’ by the peers are not listed in WoS. This paper explores
what the editors of some of the internationally leading law journals that are not listed in the WoS
think about applying to be listed in it. The paper offers data to support the contention that legal scholarship is characterised by regionalism in academic publishing and citation patterns. It is submitted that
there is no perfect indicator of quality, and that no evaluation system will ever convince every legal scholar
in the world of its value. WoS could be adopted as a rigorous and internationally recognised index for law
journals only if it were aligned more closely with the Leiden Manifesto.
Keywords: research evaluation; ranking of law journals; citation analysis; Web of Science; impact factor’s snowball effect; peer
review; JUFO; DORA; Leiden Manifesto

Introduction: evaluation of research performance in law and law journals
The mass of scientific output is quickly growing,1 which raises questions of its quality and societal
impact. Although legal academia around the world produces thousands of law journals, law, as an academic discipline, lacks any commonly agreed quality indicators at an international level. Metrics,
based on citation analysis, are rejected by the legal scholars’ community and various journal rankings
are also controversial.2 While legal scholars in many countries have so far succeeded in keeping their
autonomy regarding where to publish their research, their colleagues in an increasingly high number
†
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1
Reports show that global scientific output doubles every nine years: R Van Noorden ‘Global scientific output doubles
every nine years’ Nature News Blog (7 May 2014) available at http://blogs.nature.com/news/2014/05/global-scientific-output-doubles-every-nine-years.html.
2
R van Gestel ‘Sense and non-sense of a European ranking of law schools and law journals’ (2015) 35 LS 165; T van
Leeuwen ‘Bibliometric research evaluations, web of science and the social sciences and humanities: a problematic relationship?’ (2013) 2 Bibliometrie - Praxis und Forschung; DJB Svantesson ‘International ranking of law journals – can it be
done and at what cost?’ (2009) 29 LS 678; M Milanovic ‘Horrible metrics’ EJIL: Talk! (24 August 2016).
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of other countries are being evaluated based on metrics recorded in the Web of Science (hereinafter
WoS), Scopus or in similar databases. Since these metrics affect their individual career paths as well as
their universities’ research funding, they are compelled to adjust by publishing in journals that are
listed in the databases their institutions expect and reward. This affects submissions to law journals
and editorial boards are often compelled to adjust.
Research evaluation, including in the field of law, is increasingly important since the public
demands to know whether research is paying off and government funding for academic research is
becoming more dependent upon performance.3 This requires some form of research performance
evaluation.4 As engaging experts to read and assess all books and papers is too costly and timeconsuming when performing macro-level research evaluation,5 university managers and research funders have resorted to proxies for determining the quality of research, such as indexation of journals
based on citation-counting and reputation of publishing houses. These proxies are increasingly also
used for research evaluation at a micro level.6 However, while some claim that counting citations
adds up to improved science,7 others suggest that citation counting is killing academic dissent,8 claiming that a bibliometrics-based approach restrains the freedom of researchers to decide what topics to
focus on and where to publish their scholarly publications.9 An increasing number of studies have
revealed fundamental problems with peer review, and support the advocates of citation counting.10
When it comes to metrics, law has much more in common with the humanities than with
sciences.11 Economics in particular is considerably different from law from the metric point of
view.12 However, even humanities have been compelled to make the quality of scholarly publications
more transparent and internationally comparable and law is increasingly being pressured to do so as
well.13 As a positive consequence, an increasing number of publications deal with evaluating academic
legal research, addressing the issues.14
The starting point of this paper is that legal scholarship should not compare itself to other disciplines but should instead concentrate on research quality indicators best suited to it. When it comes to
papers in law journals, it is imperative to establish criteria that would – within the myriad of law
3
Eg in Sweden, 20% of direct public funding of research is nowadays performance based: AB Engelbrekt ‘Evaluation of
academic legal publications in Sweden’ in R van Gestel and A Lienhard (ed) Evaluating Academic Legal Research in
Europe: The Advantage of Lagging Behind (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2019) p 173.
4
J Taylor ‘Managing the unmanageable’ (2006) 18 Higher Education Management and Policy 1 at 2, 18; G Abramo et al
‘When research assessment exercises leave room for opportunistic behavior by the subjects under evaluation’ (2019) 13
Journal of Informetrics 830.
5
Eg for the purposes of government research funding of universities and for the purposes of university distribution of
funding among the research departments and schools. In fact, an increasing number of countries across the world perform
cyclic national research evaluations for funding purposes: UK REF, Australian RAE, New Zealand’s PBRF, Italy’s Research
Quality Evaluation (VQR), Netherland’s Standard Evaluation Protocols (SEP) etc.
6
In recruitment of, and promotion procedures for, individual researchers, as well as when selecting research projects for
funding.
7
C Aaen-Stockdale ‘Counting citations adds up to improved science’ Times Higher Education (THE) (2 December 2019).
8
JR Goodman ‘Citation counting is killing academic dissent’ Times Higher Education (THE) (25 November 2019).
9
HF Moed Citation Analysis in Research Evaluation (Springer Netherlands, 2005) p 15.
10
J Belluz and S Hoffman ‘Let’s stop pretending peer review works’ Vox (7 December 2015); C Tancock ‘When reviewing
goes wrong: the ugly side of peer review’ Elsevier Connect (23 March 2018) available at https://www.elsevier.com/connect/editors-update/when-reviewing-goes-wrong-the-ugly-side-of-peer-review; D Matthews ‘Nobelist backs internal review for
papers, “trust” scores for scientists’ Times Higher Education (THE) (29 July 2019).
11
As far as citation analysis is concerned, Moed considers law to be a part of the humanities. He refers to a study that
involved law and linguistics and found that the main lines of the methodology were the same: Moed, above n 9, p 159.
12
In 2018 economics held the record for the number of new journals in the JCR, while the share of books in the research
output is considerably lower than in law.
13
R van Gestel and J Vranken ‘Assessing legal research: sense and nonsense of peer review versus bibliometrics and the
need for a European approach’ (2011) 12 German Law Journal 929.
14
Most recently R van Gestel and A Lienhard (eds) Evaluating Academic Legal Research in Europe: The Advantage of
Lagging Behind (Edward Elgar, 2019); O Perez et al ‘The network of law reviews: citation cartels, scientific communities,
and journal rankings’ (2019) 82 Modern Law Review 240.
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journals on the global market – distinguish those of higher or expected scholarly quality from those
below this standard. Citation-based and peer review-based ranking of law journals are paralleled in the
paper, using qualitative and quantitative analysis. The main research questions in this respect are:
to what extent does the journal impact factor, as defined by WoS, that is broadly accepted by other
fields of research, conform to the specific nature of (European) legal scholarship? Is the journal
impact factor completely at odds with legal scholarship or does it relatively appropriately rate
law journals compared to a peer review-based ranking? What do editors of some of the internationally leading law journals that are not listed in the WoS think about applying to this ranking?
In this regard, the next section first looks at the position of law journals in the WoS, which is recognised across research disciplines and across the world as the most selective scholarly journal index, and
is increasingly referred to by research funders. The paper then compares the WoS with the Finnish
Publication Forum (JUFO), which is peer review-based, and provides some statistical analyses on correlations between the two, complemented by a study of the attitudes towards the WoS of over 40 editors of leading law journals.
1. Journal impact factor and legal scholarship
(a) A myriad of law journals
The law journals’ universe is very diverse and sizeable. Perez et al estimate that there are 1629 English
language law journals in the world.15 Authors of country reports in the book Evaluation of Academic
Legal Research in Europe estimate that there are about 1300 German law journals that predominantly
publish papers in German,16 approximately 135 Austrian law journals, only seven of which partly or
entirely publish papers in English,17 over 100 Swiss law journals that publish German, French and
Italian papers, but rarely English ones,18 around 250 Italian law journals, predominantly published
in Italian,19 325 Spanish law journals that mostly publish papers in Spanish,20 150 Dutch law journals21 etc. As it can be expected that other European countries, in particular larger ones such as
France and Russia, as well as legal scholarship in Asia, Africa, Canada and Latin America, publish
numerous law journals in languages other than English, one can conclude that there are an enormous
number of law journals on the market. There is in fact no obstacle – beyond economic implications
(which are increasingly irrelevant with the expansion of online publishing) – to prevent any law
department or even an individual jurist, academic or professional from running his/her ‘own’ law journal. The increasing number of law journals, however, affects the quality of legal publications on
account of acceptance rates being increased and it is illusory to claim that several thousands of law
journals, mostly with equally attractive titles, are of comparable (high) quality.
(b) JIF – a controversial proxy for journal quality

To distinguish scholarly journals with higher recognition within respective disciplines from others, the
concept of the journal impact factor (hereinafter JIF) was introduced by Eugene Garfield.22 In the
15
Perez et al, above n 14, at 244. This figure was compiled by aggregating data from the Washington & Lee dataset, Web of
Science, and the Scopus lists of law journals as of 31 December 2017.
16
K Purnhagen and N Petersen ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Germany’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p
91.
17
E Maier ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Austria’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 116.
18
A Lienhard et al ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Switzerland’ in van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 152.
19
G Peruginelli ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Italy’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 248.
20
A Ruda ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Spain’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 306.
21
R van Gestel and M Snel ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in the Netherlands’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard,
above n 14, p 64.
22
The founder of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), later operated by Thomson Reuters and currently by
Clarivate Analytics. The latter is operating the platform WoS.
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1960s, Garfield launched the Science Citation Index (SCI), which in turn led to the multidisciplinary
WoS platform.23 WoS pursues the principle of selectivity, so that only journals that fulfil the stated
criteria are included – most importantly that they can attract established scholars in the field of
study (based on citation analysis).24 This orientation derives from the so-called Bradford’s Law of
Dispersion, according to which a relatively small number of journals publish the majority of significant
scholarly results.25 Based on journal statistical data, Clarivate Analytics, current owner of the WoS
platform, publish annual Journal Citation Reports (JCR), which assign citations to journals included
in databases. The JCR is based on JIF that is defined as the average number of times papers from the
underlying journal published in the past two years have been cited in other journals listed in WoS.
Depending on their JIF, journals on the ranking are sometimes divided into quartiles (Q1 to Q4).
Illustration of the 2019 JIF calculation for Legal Studies:
JIF = Citations in 2019 to items published in 2017(22)
+ 2018(18)/Number of citable items in 2017(33) + 2018(34)
= 40/67 = 0.597
In natural sciences (and increasingly also in social sciences), JIF is used as a proxy for the relative
importance of a journal within its field, with journals with higher JIFs deemed to be more prestigious
than those with lower ones. Researchers are motivated to publish in prestigious journals and JIFs are
frequently taken into account in academic promotions and pressuring researchers to target journals
with a higher impact factor.26 From an editorial perspective, more prestigious journals attract more
papers and thus have the privilege of choosing the best ones for publication.
Citation analysis, however, turned out to be a true research policy minefield.27 The opponents of
metrics point out that authors cite for a variety of motives, some of which have little to do with
research quality (negative citations; citations to show courtesy; self-citations used to promote oneself;
citations to show command of literature in the field).28 In contrast, proponents of the citation-based
research evaluation argue that JIF is easy to understand, widely recognised, difficult to defraud, an
objective indicator of influence, endorsed by funding agencies and scientists, independent and global.
Garfield states that citations are the currency of science, with which scientists pay other scientists,29
while Moosa maintains that ‘a fantastic paper that has not been cited at all is fantastic only because
the author says so’, whereas a negative citation is, according to him, ‘better than no citation’.30
To address the impact factor obsession and negative points about citation-based evaluation,
important international initiatives, such as the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment
23

Web of Science Core Collection: Introduction, https://clarivate.libguides.com/woscc.
J Testa ‘Selection process’, available at https://clarivate.com/essays/journal-selection-process/. See also J Testa ‘The
Thomson Reuters journal selection process’ (2009) 1 Transnational Corporations Review 59.
25
E Garfield Citation Indexing – Its Theory and Application in Science, Technology, and Humanities (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 1979). An analysis of 11,813 journals across all categories of natural and social sciences covered in 2014 JCR revealed
that as few as 525 journals account for 50% of what is cited and more that 25% of what is published in them. A core of 4470 of
these journals accounts for 80% of published articles and nearly 85% of cited articles. See also Moed, above n 9, pp 110–112.
26
GN Allahbadia ‘Thinking beyond the Thomson Reuters “impact factor”’ (2014) 64 The Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology of India 231.
27
Aaen-Stockdale, above n 7.
28
Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 3; C Chorus and L Waltman ‘A large-scale analysis of impact factor biased journal self-citations’ (2016) 11 PLoS One e0161021.
29
E Garfield ‘The use of journal impact factors and citation analysis for evaluation of science, cell separation, hematology
and journal citation analysis’ mini symposium in tribute to Arne Bøyum, Rikshospitalet, Oslo (17 April 1998) and Garfield,
above n 25, pp 23–24.
30
Pointing out that many great scientists have been misunderstood and heavily criticised at the beginning: IA Moosa
Publish or Perish: Perceived Benefits versus Unintended Consequences (Edward Elgar Publishing, 2018) pp 80–90. On negative
citation see also Moed, above n 9, p 84.
24
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(DORA)31 and the Leiden Manifesto,32 have been adopted in the last decade, warning against irresponsible use of metrics. Academic life without JIF, as contemplated by the Expert Group of the
European Commission,33 is, however, currently only a vision.
The Shanghai subject ranking for law, part of the notorious ARWU World University Rankings, is
based to a large extent on citation data.34 As universities strive to improve their position in this ranking, law departments are increasingly expected to contribute, with more papers published in the top
quartiles of the WoS and more citations. When the general Australian Research Council (ARC) list was
abandoned in 2011, all disciplines (with the exception of business) resorted to evaluation by the
imperfect, but less subjective, impact factor.35 When it comes to research evaluation at the macro
level, most European countries have also chosen indicator-based models. According to Sivertsen,
this is ‘not because they do not observe the scholarly standards and fundamental principles of research
evaluation, but because they do not see direct institutional funding as the appropriate place for executing research evaluation’.36 In Spain, it is reported that agencies which evaluate academic legal
research give extraordinary weight to the publication of papers in indexed journals, especially in
WoS. As a result, a researcher who has not published in journals listed in the indexed databases
will have difficulty advancing his or her academic career.37 This runs contrary to a 2018 decision
of the Spanish Supreme Court ruling that research agencies may not rely solely on the impact factor
but must also consider the quality of publications, regardless of the publication channel.38 The
Swedish Research Council also extracts data on the number of publications and citations from
WoS. Although the research community in Sweden supported mixed quantitative-qualitative methods
for quality evaluation, the government opted for a more mechanical, quantitative method of assessment (based on the number of publications and citations, as well as the amount of external research
funding attracted by the respective higher education institution), mainly due to its simplicity and lower
cost.39 Being aware of metrics’ faults, the Swedish Research Council itself proposed to upgrade the current WoS-based bibliometric model, so that it would be used to complement a peer review system.
However, the plan was rejected by the government due to its costliness and complexity.40 Although
the UK Research Excellence Framework (REF) has primarily relied on peer assessment in its evaluation of academic output, the Stern report of 2016 supported the use of metrics, stating that the committee supports ‘the appropriate use of bibliometric data in helping panels in their peer review
assessment, and recommend all panels should be provided with the comparable data required to
inform their judgements’.41 In Slovenia, 25% of the governmental funding of universities providing
higher education now depends on the number of scholarly papers cited in Scopus,42 points for papers
published in journals that are listed in WoS are multiplied in comparison to papers in non-listed

31

San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (2012), available at https://sfdora.org/.
D Hicks et al ‘Bibliometrics: the Leiden Manifesto for research metrics’ (2015) 520 Nature News 429.
33
European Commission ‘Future of scholarly publishing and scholarly communication: report of the expert group to the
European Commission’ (Publications Office of the European Union 2019) Expert Group Report.
34
Methodology for Shanghai Ranking’s Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2018, http://www.shanghairanking.com/
Shanghairanking-Subject-Rankings/Methodology-for-ShanghaiRanking-Global-Ranking-of-Academic-Subjects-2018.html#3.
35
Moosa, above n 30, p 99.
36
G Sivertsen ‘Why has no other European country adopted the research excellence framework?’ LSE Impact Blog (16
January 2018).
37
Ruda, above n 20, p 317.
38
Sentencia del Tribunal Supremo, STS, JUR 2018/186305, 12 June 2018.
39
Engelbrekt, above n 3, pp 173–174.
40
Ibid, pp 177–178.
41
N Stern ‘Building on success and learning from experience: an independent review of the research excellence framework
(London: Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy)’ (2016) Energy and Industrial Strategy 21. See also G
Sivertsen ‘Unique, but still best practice? The research excellence framework (REF) from an international perspective’
(2017) 3 Palgrave Communications 17078.
42
Decree on the public financing of higher education institutions and other institutions, OG RS No 35/17, 24/19.
32
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journals, and researchers cannot apply for research projects and state-funded junior researcher positions unless they can demonstrate a certain number of citations in WoS and Scopus.43
Legal scholarship has always been suspicious towards the concept of an impact factor. Jürgen
Basedow explains that he has ‘serious doubts about the role and ascertainment of the “impact factor”
in legal scholarship’.44 According to him, scholarly publications in disciplines other than law are exclusively measured by their innovative content, so that the ascertainment of their impact makes sense,
while most citations in legal publications simply serve to give some evidence of settled views, based
on case law or legal literature. Basedow thus concludes that the idea behind most citations in legal
publications is not to take account of novel ideas, which can therefore be ascribed a certain ‘impact
factor’.45
Since legal academics in an increasing number of countries cannot escape the use of metrics, the
following subsections point out some of the characteristics of the law journal ranking based on JIF as
calculated and reported by WoS. The second part of the paper then concentrates on peer review rankings of law journals, in particular the Finnish one, and analyses consistencies and discrepancies
between the JIF-based and peer review-based rankings, in order to explore how the two systems conflict or complement each other.
(c) JIF-based ranking of law journals
There is a relatively slow-growing number of law journals indexed in WoS: from the 98 law journals
that were listed in 1994, the number has risen to 150 in 2017 (53% increase).46 The vast majority of
journals in the WoS ‘law’ category are general law journals that usually attract more citation than specialised journals and are thus better positioned to be selected for listing. Contrary to some expectations, WoS does not exclude student-edited law reviews from the listing. As noted by Perez et al,
student-edited law reviews ‘do not use peer review, and paradoxically, the academic community of
legal scholars has almost no say in the selection process in these journals, whether as editors or
reviewers. Despite these differences, the two categories are lumped together in all the major academic
rankings, including WoS and Scopus’.47 It is also evident that WoS is inclined towards interdisciplinary fields covering ‘law &’ subjects, most notably criminology, medicine and law and psychology and
law. Moreover, the number of articles published within the law journals listed in WoS is low in comparison to other fields. Consequently, in 2017, there were 4,164 articles published in all the 150 listed
law journals together, whereas physical chemistry and applied physics – which have a similar number
of listed journals to law in their respective categories – each published over 68,000 articles a year.48
43
More on this in J Hojnik ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Slovenia’ in Van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14,
p 341.
44
Author’s e-mail correspondence with Jürgen Basedow, editor of Zeitschrift für Europäisches Privatrecht, 22 May 2019.
45
Ibid. For other negative positions towards citation analysis in law see eg Council of Australian Law Deans (CALD)
Statement on the Nature of Legal Research (2005) p 5, available at https://cald.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/cald-statement-on-the-nature-of-legal-research-20051.pdf and J Wilsdon The Metric Tide: Independent Review of the Role of Metrics in
Research Assessment and Management (Sage, 2016), who reports that UK legal scholars did not agree with citation analysis
being used for research evaluation under the UK REF 2014.
46
This increase is relatively slower than for example in the field of history (210% increase in the same period), economics
(147% increase), or computer sciences (139% increase).
47
Perez et al, above n 14, at 244. They made a study of 45 US student-edited and 45 peer reviewed journals included in the
category of Law in the JCR and found that citations in the US student edited journals are directed almost exclusively to student edited journals, which distorts the journals’ ranking and reflects ‘tacit cartelistic behavior generated by deeply entrenched
institutional practices’ - at 243. Before this study Dibadj discussed a similar bias – see R Dibadj ‘Fashions and Methodology.
Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A Transatlantic Interchange’ (October 20, 2015), available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/
abstract=2676844. See also R van Gestel, H-W Micklitz and EL Rubin Rethinking Legal Scholarship: A Transatlantic
Dialogue (Cambridge: CUP, 2017), part I, ch 4.
48
Moreover, the Physical chemistry chemical physics weekly journal alone publishes around 3,500 articles a year - Incites
Journal Citation Reports, Journal Search, Physical chemistry chemical physics, years range 2013–2017, https://jcr.clarivate.
com.
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While 51% of the listed law journals are quarterlies, in many other disciplines, such as chemistry,
oncology and physics, the majority of journals are published monthly.49 This affects the publication
and citation dynamics, in particular the ‘h-index’ that presupposes a high number of publications.50
JIFs for law journals are also relatively low in comparison to certain other disciplines, with the
highest JIF in 2017 held by Yale Law Review at 5.2.51 Moreover, the average JIF for law journals
has for decades been around 1.0, with its peak value in 2000 (1.436) and the lowest value in 2013
(0.868). In other fields the average JIF has grown significantly in the last 20 years.52 This means
that articles in the law journals listed in the WoS are on average cited less often in the first two
years after publication compared to articles in selected other fields, and that the average number of
citations is not increasing as it is in selected other fields. This is hardly surprising, considering the
mostly single authorships that lead to slower dynamics of publications in law in comparison with fields
where several authors – or even whole consortiums53 – work on a paper, as well as that articles in law
are on average considerably longer than articles in natural sciences and engineering,54 leading to
longer review procedures and consequently slower publishing dynamics. Moreover, law journals
focus on ‘qualitative’ rather than ‘quantitative’ methods and, as Swygart-Hobaugh found, scholars
applying quantitative methodologies tend to be more frequently cited than their qualitatively-oriented
colleagues.55 In this respect, all law journals listed in WoS received 5282 citations in WoS in 2017,
which is, for example, less than a single journal or even a single highly-cited paper in medicine or
natural sciences.56
A consequence of this low average JIF in law is that the majority of the listed law journals have very
similar JIFs.57 Consequently, law journals easily leap from one quartile of the ranking to another on a
yearly basis. Table 1 shows the inconsistency in rankings on the WoS list with respect to Legal Studies
(LS), Cambridge Law Journal (CLJ), European Law Journal (ELJ), American Journal of Comparative
Law (AJCL), Modern Law Review (MLR) and Chinese Journal of International Law (CJIL).
It may be concluded that law journals in WoS are in certain aspects not comparable to journals in
categories such as economics, medicine or natural sciences. Yet, this does not necessarily mean that
the WoS ranking is irrelevant for law, but rather that law journals in WoS should only be compared
to other law journals.
49

See data in Clarivate Analytics, Frequency of publications under each category.
The h-index is defined as the maximum value of h such that the given author has published h papers that have each been
cited at least h times. Provided that an author has published only two papers, though highly cited, her h-index cannot be
higher than 2. JE Hirsch ‘An index to quantify an individual’s scientific research output’ (2005) 102 Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences of the USA 16569.
51
By comparison, the highest JIF in economics in 2017 was 7.8, 36 in physics, 52 in chemistry, 79 in medicine and 244 in
oncology.
52
Comparing 1994 and 2017, the average JIF in physics has grown from 1.4 to 2.99; in chemistry from 1.25 to 4.23, in
medicine from 2.69 to 3.53, in oncology from 1.99 to 5.46 and in economics from 0.654 to 1.48.
53
The record number of co-authors was recorded in physics with a 2012 article with 3171 co-authors: G Aad et al
‘Observation of a new particle in the search for the standard model Higgs Boson with the ATLAS detector at the LHC’
(2012) 716 Physics Letters B 1. See also S Baker ‘Authorship: are the days of the lone research ranger mumbered?’ Times
Higher Education (THE) (3 July 2019).
54
Yale Law Journal (Submission Guidelines): ‘For Articles, we strongly encourage submissions of fewer than 25,000 words,
including footnotes (roughly 50 Journal pages)’.
55
AJ Swygart-Hobaugh ‘A citation analysis of the quantitative/qualitative methods debate’s reflection in sociology research:
implications for library collection development’ (2004) 28 Library Collections, Acquisitions, and Technical Services 180.
56
CA-A Cancer Journal for Clinicians held the overall highest JIF in 2017 – 244 with nearly 13,000 citations per 53 articles
published in the previous two years, while in crystallography, the citations of a paper by GM Sheldrick ‘A Short History of
SHELX’ (2008) 64 Acta Crystallographica Section A: Foundations of Crystallography 112 were as follows: 3521 (in 2008),
4891 (in 2009), 6937 (in 2010), 8181 (in 2011) and 4816 (in 2012). With his paper Sheldrick generated a citation explosion
bringing the JIF in 2009 and 2010 up to 50 or higher, whereas before 2009 it was around 2, and, as was predicted beforehand,
the JIF returned to around 2 again in 2011. There is more on this in J Reedijk ‘The value and accuracy of key figures in scientific evaluations’ (2014) 87 Wenner-Gren International Series 85.
57
In 2018, the threshold JIF for the most prestigious first quartile was 1.7, while the threshold for the third quartile was 0.6.
50
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Table 1. Ranking of selected law journals listed in WoS quartiles from 2013–2019
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

LS

/

Q3

Q3

Q3

Q4

CLJ

Q4

Q3

Q1

Q2

Q2

ELJ

Q3

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q2

AJCL

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q3

Q3

MLR

Q2

Q2

Q1

Q2

Q2

CJIL

Q2

Q3

Q1

Q2

Q2

Source: Data retrieved from Journal Citation Reports, Clarivate Analytics

(d) Relevance of books for citation-based ranking of law journals
When evaluating law journals based on citations, it is important to note that the 150 law journals on
the WoS list are by no means the only (scientifically relevant!) output of legal scholars. If books, working papers and a significant number of leading law journals are not covered by the journal ranking
based on citation analysis, the results of the research performance analysis are considerably frustrated.58 Research output data show that books are just as significant in law as in humanities (called
‘book-oriented fields’ by the Metric Tide Report).59 On the basis of data on research output type collected under the UK REF (2014), I have calculated relative shares of books, journal articles and other
types of output that have been submitted for evaluation in the selected research discipline.60 Table 2
shows the varied relevance of books in these disciplines.
The above figures show that assessing publishing on the basis of JIF is entirely different in natural
sciences and economics in comparison with law and humanities. This large share of books is even
more meaningful considering authoring a book requires significantly more effort than a journal article, which means that absolute data on the number of published books and journal articles needs to be
weighted to reflect this.
The above is accepted by the scientometric theory, which distinguishes between disciplines with
excellent, good and moderate WoS coverage. In most disciplines the WoS coverage is excellent or
good, providing a firm justification for the bibliometric use of WoS indexes in research evaluation
in these disciplines. However, in certain parts of social sciences and in the humanities, including
law, the WoS coverage is moderate. In these disciplines, scientometrics experts note that one should
be cautious when using WoS indexes in the assessment of research performance.61 This fact was also
acknowledged by WoS, but only for arts and humanities. The latter have a special ‘Arts & Humanities
Citation Index’ where no JIFs are calculated.62 As is pointed out by the authors of The Leiden
Manifesto for Research Metrics in principle No 6, ‘Historians and social scientists require books
and national-language literature to be included in their publication counts’.63 Books may thus by
58

Moed, above n 9, pp 160–163. See also Researchers’ perspectives on the purpose and value of the monograph: Survey results
(Oxford University Press and Cambridge University Press, 2019), which covered more than 5000 researchers in the social
sciences and humanities, and reported that ‘91 per cent of respondents considered monographs “extremely” or “very” important to the overall body of knowledge in their subject area’.
59
Wilsdon, above n 45, p 40.
60
Ibid. In UK REF (2014) books’ output covered authored books, edited books, scholarly editions and book chapters, as
well as books that are primarily written for teaching (eg textbooks).
61
Moed, above n 9, pp 42–45.
62
Clarivate Analytics ‘Journal citation reports: reasons for not calculating impact factors for journals covered in Arts &
Humanities Citation Index’ 27 June 2018, https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/JournalCitation-Reports-Reasons-for-not-calculating-Impact-Factors-for-journals-covered-in-Arts-Humanities-Citation-Index?
language=en_US.
63
Hicks et al, above n 32.
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Table 2. Share of books and journals in total research output submitted to the UK REF (in %)
Discipline

Books (authored, edited
and book chapters)

Journal
articles

Other types of output
(eg conference papers)

Clinical medicine

0

99.87

0.13

Chemistry

0.02

99.79

0.19

Physics

0.06

98.91

1.02

Economics and econometrics

1.54

91.85

6.61

Computer sciences and
informatics

1.92

72.55

25.53

Business sciences

2.83

95.60

1.57

Architecture

14.10

77.60

8.30

Geography

15.96

82.58

1.46

Sociology

23.42

76.12

0.46

Politics and international studies

28.70

70.60

0.70

Anthropology

30.50

67.31

2.19

Law

36.02

62.55

1.43

Philosophy

36.49

61.85

1.66

History

53.26

44.04

2.70

Theology

60.72

37.16

2.12

Source: Author’s calculations based on data in Table 4, Wilsdon, above n 45, p 154.

no means be disregarded when analysing the impact of law journals, nor when evaluating research
performance in legal scholarship altogether. When it comes to bibliometric evaluation of research performance, the legal research community should strive to be assessed by humanities’ standards so that
JIF does not serve as representative information on law journals’ full impact, in particular until such
time as book citations are captured by JIFs’ calculations.
(e) Internationalisation v local commitment of legal scholarship

One of the main criteria for selecting a journal to the WoS list is that the journal has adequate international impact. It is generally believed that only research that leads to results, the relevance and implications of which reach beyond a purely national interest or viewpoint, may be considered as genuine.64
In contrast to natural sciences, law (similar to other disciplines of social sciences and humanities) has
an intrinsic connection with the national environment, parliaments, courts and administrative bodies
that create national law and practice in national languages. It is arguable, therefore, whether scholarly
research that is primarily related to national aspects is of interest and should be communicated to
scholars in other countries. While the US Justice Antonin Scalia claimed that comparative law does
not have any normative meaning for answering legal questions that arise in the US system,65 it has
been shown that law journals by US law schools have a very strong national orientation, yet they
are considered international by WoS.66
When assessing JIFs in law, it is important to note that a considerable majority of law journals
indexed in WoS are US-based. In 1994, 20 years after the SSCI index had been launched, there
64

Moed, above n 9, p 149.
MA Waters ‘Justice Scalia on the use of foreign law in constitutional interpretation: unidirectional monologue or
co-constitutive dialogue’ (2004) 12 Tulsa Journal of Comparative and International Law 149.
66
Moed, above n 9, p 135.
65
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Table 3. Paper contributions by countries/regions, 2015–2017

Yale Law Journal
Stanford Law Review
Harvard Law Review
Columbia Law Review
Common Market Law Review
European Law Journal

USA

UK

Continental Europe

Rest of the World

119

1

0

4

86

0

1

2

82

3

0

0

132

2

1

5

3

33

122

6

10

31

85

4

Modern Law Review

5

149

14

46

Cambridge Law Journal

9

180

2

39

Melbourne University Law Review

2

10

5

Revista Espanola de Derecho Constitucional

0

0

113

Journal of African Law

4

4

2

7268
69

870
4671

American Journal of International Law

96

22

27

19

European Journal of International Law

32

43

104

39

6

17

16

Chinese Journal of International Law

7872

Source: Calculations based on data in Incites Journal Citation Reports, Clarivate Analytics

were only 10 non-US law journals on the list, where the Common Market Law Review, ranking 42nd,
was the highest ranked among them at the time. Out of 150 law journals that were indexed in this
database in 2017, 88 (ie 58%) were US-based; a further 37 were based in England (25% of all listed
law journals), 12 law journals were based in the Netherlands and only 13 of them in other countries
across the globe.67
Further, as Tables 3 and 4 show, considerable regionalism in publication of legal scholarship
still exists, so that US law journals mostly publish papers from US-based authors and are at the
same time mostly cited by US-based authors. The same also stands for European law journals
and law journals from other continents across the globe. This national or regional orientation
of legal scholarship is to a lesser degree noticeable in respect of international law journals, but
still present, which means that there is no single global legal scholarship, but rather several
regional ones.
A consequence of the US-dominated ranking of law journals and regional citation patterns is that
the US has a very high percentage of country self-citations. Data from Scimago that are based on

67

Three in Australia; two in Spain and China; and one in Canada, Taiwan, Chile, South Africa, South Korea and Germany
(although the editor-in-chief of the last of these is a Dutch professor). Even though in most research disciplines US journals
dominate the WoS ranking, this dominance is not as strong as in the field of law: eg in chemistry, 150 out of 556 listed journals are US-based (27%); in criminology, 27 out of 61 listed journals are US-based (44%); in public administration, out of 47
listed journals 16 of them are US-based (34%); and in international relations 34 journals out of 86 listed journals are
US-based (40%).
68
70 of them from Australia.
69
112 of them from Spain.
70
All of them from Latin America.
71
40 of them from various African states.
72
56 of them from China.
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Table 4. Citation contributions by countries/regions, 2015–2016
USA

UK

Continental
Europe

Rest of the
World

No affiliation
data73

Yale Law Journal

62

0

0

2

13

Stanford Law Review

48

0

1

1

4

Harvard Law Review

27

0

0

0

77

Columbia Law Review

79

1

1

3

3

Common Market Law Review

0

13

38

4

2

European Law Journal

9

23

58

1

2

Modern Law Review

0

66

5

10

4

Cambridge Law Journal

0

27

1

10

0

Melbourne University Law Review

2

8

4

5474

3

76

6

75

4

Revista Espanola de Derecho
Constitucional.

0

0

65

Journal of African Law

2

3

1

3277

1

American Journal of
International Law

28

14

9

5

28

European Journal of
International Law

13

26

37

27

1

2

11

9

2378

7

Chinese Journal of International
Law

Source: Calculations based on data in Incites Journal Citation Reports, Clarivate Analytics

Scopus79 show that the US share of country self-citations in law journals is 58%, which is much higher
than in some other countries – eg Austria only has a 9% rate of country self-citations.
The high share of self-citations by US researchers does not mean that Austrian legal scholars do not
cite Austrian colleagues as often as American legal scholars cite fellow Americans, but that in comparison with the latter the former have significantly fewer publications in the journals listed in
Scopus and WoS and the data on the self-citation rate based on the listed journals consequently do
not reflect the full country self-citation rate. For the same reason US law journals have relatively higher
JIFs than law journals from other countries. Considering there is only one journal dealing with African
law in WoS, it is hardly surprising that it has the lowest JIF among all the law journals on the list.80
This means that JIF functions on the basis of the snowball effect: the more journals from a particular jurisdiction are included in the database, the more citations they collect and the higher the impact
factor they have. Although Tables 3 and 4 show that US law journals do not have greater cross-border
impact than non-US law journals, the former grasp of 60% of titles in the law category of WoS makes
73

Missing data on affiliation of the author of the citing paper. The data in Table 6 do not necessarily match with the overall
number of citations to the journal as there are some papers with several authors, sometimes from research institutions based
in different countries.
74
52 of them from Australia.
75
All of them from Spain.
76
3 of them from Latin America.
77
29 of them from various African states.
78
14 of them from China.
79
SCImago, https://www.scimagojr.com/help.php#understand_countries.
80
With 1 citation from the previous two years 2017 JIF of the Journal of African Law was 0.023. Consequently, it was
removed from the WoS in 2018.
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Table 5. Share of self-citations by selected countries in law journals (1996–2017)
Country

% of self-citations

Country

% of self-citations

United States

58

Japan

18

United Kingdom

38

France

17

Slovenia

35

Norway

16

Czech Republic

31

Finland

16

Australia

28

Luxembourg

14

Spain

25

Belgium

14

Germany

23

Iceland

12

Canada

22

Ireland

12

Italy

20

Denmark

12

Netherlands

20

Switzerland

12

Sweden

19

New Zealand

11

Portugal

18

Austria

09

Source: Scimago Journal & Country Rang, Social Sciences, Law, All regions, 1996–2017

it easier to show adequate citation impact than the latter. To improve the presence of European law
journals in WoS, the snowball needs to be pushed downhill, with more titles applying for selection
in WoS. With few European law journals on the list, however, these and the ones yet to apply have
difficulty showing their (international) impact.
Moreover, for the majority of researchers the citation-based analysis of law journals is hampered due
to national and linguistic barriers.81 International focus is one of the key criteria in the selection of a
journal for WoS, which focuses on journals that publish full text in English. Hence, it is considered that
the journals most important to the international research community are published in English.82 While
WoS admits that the English rule has notable exceptions in humanities and social sciences, there are
only three law journals listed in WoS in 2019 that are not fully published in English.83 Specific importance of the local language for legal scholarship is thus hardly reflected in the selection of law journals
for the WoS list.84 The prevalent position of English when selecting journals for WoS means that
younger legal scholars in particular lack the motivation to publish in other languages, in particular
less spoken ones, thereby steering the selection of their research topics towards those that are more suitable for English language law journals, leaving aside national and local issues.85 With national
81

Moed, above n 9, p 44.
See https://clarivate.com/essays/journal-selection-process/.
83
Revista Espanola de Derecho Constitucional and Revista Chilena de Derecho that are published in Spanish and multilingual Dutch Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedenis-Revue d Histoire du Droit – The Legal History Review.
84
RE Hamel, a Mexican linguist, has also criticised the Arts & Humanities Citation Index for its poor reflection of
non-English publications, finding that there were more Spanish-language publications from authors based in the US in
the index than from any other Spanish-speaking country: RE Hamel ‘El campo de las ciencias y la educación superior
entre el monopolio del inglés y el plurilingüismo: elementos para una política del lenguaje en América Latina’ (2013) 52
Trabalhos em Linguística Aplicada 321. See also R Meneghini and AL Packer ‘Is there science beyond English?: initiatives
to increase the quality and visibility of non-English publications might help to break down language barriers in scientific
communication’ (2007) 8 EMBO Reports 112; MS Di Bitetti and JA Ferreras ‘Publish (in English) or perish: the effect on
citation rate of using languages other than English in scientific publications’ (2017) 46 Ambio 121.
85
As noted by Sivertsen, ‘in the main Norwegian social science journals, or in the main Norwegian history journal, you can
publish on other types of research than you present internationally. (…) Particularly in parts of the social sciences, if
researchers want to publish in a US journal, they needed to use US data’. See also D Matthews ‘Switch to English “risks social
relevance” of European humanities’ Times Higher Education (14 September 2019).
82
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legislation, judicial and administrative practice being published in national languages, researchers from
other jurisdictions are restricted to addressing legal issues from these jurisdictions. Although it would
be crucial to improve the rule of law in their domestic jurisdictions, especially when it comes to developing countries, researchers can either focus on topics that should be attractive for US law journals or
find shortcuts by publishing their papers in journals from non-law categories of WoS that accept introductory legal topics for a non-legal audience. As accessibility of the former (as shown by data in
Table 3) is very limited for non-US scholars, the latter path will often be chosen by the researchers.
2. Peer review rankings of law journals
(a) Peer review-based rankings controversy
Until the criteria for selection of journals to WoS are more attuned to European legal scholarship, as
advocated by the Leiden Manifesto principles,86 peer review-based rankings (and preferably a single
European one with limited national variations), based on quality reputation of journals,87 can perhaps
make up for many of the shortcomings of the JIF-based ranking of law journals. It needs to be admitted,
however, that the peer review-based journal rankings are as controversial as the WoS-based ranking.
Moosa is particularly critical about peer-review systems, claiming that this approach leads to academics lobbying for the upgrading of journals that they edited, or in which they published. He stated
that if ranking is determined by the personal preferences of committee members, then rankings could
change ‘by the stroke of a pen’ as a result of the principle that ‘this is a great journal because I have
published there’.88 In respect of Sweden, Bakardjieva Engelbrekt explains that Sweden is the only
Nordic country refusing peer review-based ranking of journals, opting for a WoS-based bibliometric
system instead, due to the concerns about the integrity and objectivity of the procedure for ranking
journals, which is strongly influenced by the views of the representatives in the panels. Journal rankings are also seen as a less robust indicator of quality than the actual number of citations.89 By contrast,
a UK report published in relation to the 2008 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) noted that ‘(b)
ibliometrics are not sufficiently robust (…) to replace expert review’.90
It thus seems that peer review-based journal rankings have been accepted not because they are so
terrific, but because certain scholarly communities consider they are better than citation-based ranking. As noted by Letto-Vanamo in respect of the Finnish peer review ranking, ‘(a)lthough the rankings
are criticized (…) the application of bibliometric analysis or citation indexes would hardly be accepted
among Finnish legal scholars’.91 It is essential, however, that peer review-based rankings are conducted
by legal scholars experienced with scholarly publishing, that the process is transparent, with members
of the panel and criteria for ranking publicly announced. The participation of the research community
in the process is also very important for increasing the objectivity and legitimacy of the ranking, as well
as periodical review for keeping the ranking up to date.
Due to the shortcomings of the JIF-based ranking of law journals, there have been numerous
attempts to establish a substitute ranking to WoS.92 Since 2015 Denmark, Finland and Norway
have been joining their national lists of authorised research publication channels used as indicators
86

Principle (No 3) states that it is important to protect excellence in locally relevant research: Hicks et al, above n 32.
Peer review-based rankings are seen as the main alternative to the citation approach to journal ranking – next to download frequency-based ranking and the number of subscribers-based approach: Moosa, above n 30, ch 6.
88
Ibid, p 98. For further criticism of the Australian exercise in respect of the law journals see DJB Svantesson et al ‘The
ghost of rankings past – the last harmful impact of journal rankings, and what we should do instead’ (2014) 26 Bond Law
Review 71; Svantesson, above n 2.
89
Engelbrekt, above n 3, p 176.
90
Report on the pilot exercise to develop bibliometric indicators for the REF (HEFCE, 2009) p 3, available at https://dera.
ioe.ac.uk/138/1/09_39.pdf.
91
P Letto-Vanamo ‘Evaluation of academic legal publications in Finland’ in van Gestel and Lienhard, above n 14, p 218.
92
Eg the US Washington & Lee Law Journal Rankings, the Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) initiative, where
journals were classified under four tiers (A*, A, B and C), a list of law journals drawn up by the French Agency for evaluation
of research (AERES), the ‘Latindex’ in Latin America, the Polish Journal Ranking (PJR) etc.
87
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in the national performance-based research funding systems.93 Due to its user friendliness, transparency and explicit evaluation criteria, the law journal ranking by the Finnish Forum was applied for the
purposes of this paper, with some analysis also covering the other two Nordic rankings of law journals.
Although the Finnish Publication Forum (in Finnish Julkaisufoorumi, JUFO)94 has been developed for
Finnish academic funding purposes and is not readily suitable for broader European use, the Finnish
system could serve as a role model to develop a European peer review ranking of law journals.
(b) Finnish ranking of law journals
JUFO is a project set up by the Federation of Finnish Learned Societies, after universities adopted
result-oriented management models and following the decision of the Ministry for Education that
scholarly publications be introduced to the university funding model.95 The evaluation is performed
by 23 discipline-specific expert panels, composed of some 250 distinguished Finnish or Finland-based
scholars. The panellists are chosen from among academics with experience in research work, scholarly
publishing and research evaluation.
Evaluation and ranking of law journals is under the jurisdiction of Panel 19, which covers political
science, public administration and law (including criminology). It is composed of ten Finnish professors affiliated with different Finnish universities, chaired by Jukka Snell from the University of Turku,
co-editor of the European Law Review. The panels are expected to consult their background communities. This means that the scientific community can contribute to and influence the future development of the classification. In order to keep the classification reliable and updated, the review of ratings
is performed at four-year intervals, meaning that fluctuation of rankings is not as rapid as the fluctuation of rankings based on JIFs.
In order to meet the scientific criterion, a peer reviewed publication must contain new research
results in a form that is publicly available, reproducible and utilisable. A publication must have an
external publisher; author’s editions are not considered as publications. To support their work, the
panellists can utilise a number of different impact indicators and indexing data, as well as data on
the levels awarded in the corresponding Norwegian and Danish systems. Depending on the particular
publication practices in various disciplines, certain panels give more weight to JIFs than others.
Citation analyses and indicators are widely used in the fields of natural sciences and medicine to assess
the value of research, but less so in social sciences and humanities. As a consequence, a Level 1 law
journal may have a higher JIF than certain Level 2 law journals. Consequently, JUFO is more adjusted
to the Leiden Manifesto than WoS.
989 journals have been evaluated and classified under the category ‘social sciences – law’. The journals are ranked in accordance with a quota system with a pyramid structure so that there are 22 law
journals in the highest rank (rank 3), 119 journals in the middle rank (rank 2) and 736 journals in the
standard rank (rank 1). Moreover, there are 102 law journals on the list that have been given a ‘nonranked’ status (or rank 0).
First, 22 journals in the world top level (rank 3) inter alia include American Journal of Comparative
Law, Common Market Law Review, European Journal of International Law, European Law Journal,
European Law Review, Harvard Law Review, Oxford Journal of Legal Studies and The Modern Law
Review. Due to the quotas, Level 3 can contain fewer than 5% of all publication series and it is therefore impossible to meet the objective of having at least one journal per each speciality in the highest
level. Level 3 journals include the supreme-level journals that cover the discipline comprehensively,
93

Danish BFI list, Finnish JUFO list and Norwegian NDS list. From January 2016 the Norwegian Register has also been
used to accredit research publications in South Africa: Sør-Afrika vil ha norsk register, which until September 2019 was available on the nds.no website.
94
Information on the functioning of the ranking have been retrieved from the JUFO Portal, available at https://www.julkaisufoorumi.fi/en.
95
While, until 2009, 0.3% of the basic funding of universities was granted on the basis of publications, the share accounted
for by the publications of all university funding grew to 13% in 2013.
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have extremely consistent impact, international authors and readers and editorial boards that are
formed of the leading researchers in the field, so that publishing in these journals is highly appreciated
among the international research community of the field.96 All level 3 law journals are published in
English, as it is believed that in such journals competition between authors is more intense and
peer review procedures are usually more demanding than in non-English law journals.97
Secondly, according to the criteria, Level 2 (internationally leading law journals) can be awarded to
leading academic journals where researchers from various countries publish their best research findings. These are mainly international journals, with editors, authors and readers representing various
nationalities. The panels must choose within the framework of their Level 2 quota (maximum 20% of
the aggregate publication volume (Levels 1–3)) those journals where the highest-level publications are
directed as a result of extensive competition and demanding peer reviewing. The Level 2 list includes
the following law journals, for example: American Business Law Journal, European Constitutional Law
Review, Columbia Law Review, Stanford Law Review etc.98 While all journals at Level 3 publish
English papers, Level 2 journals include notable non-English law journals,99 as well as leading
Finnish or Swedish-language publication channels that are seen to be as important a merit as publishing in an international Level 2 channel.
The largest category of law journals on the list that is not quota restricted includes 736 journals at
Level 1 (standard academic research). According to the JUFO criteria, Level 1 can be awarded to
domestic and foreign journals that meet the criteria of an academic publication channel, ie that publish scholarly research outcomes, editorial boards are constituted by experts and peer reviewed. This
category of journals includes a long list of international, European, Asian, African, as well as various
regional law journals, including Nordic, Baltic, Australian, Russian, American, German, French,
Italian, Croatian, Slovenian and other journals. While the large majority are published in English, journals published in various other languages are also found on the list.100 Journals publishing in languages not spoken by the panel members are a challenge, as the panel is restricted to deciding
between rank 0 and 1, based on the information provided on the journal’s website that details formalistic criteria about peer review, editorial board etc.101
Finally, 102 of the evaluated journals in the category ‘law’ do not have a ranking. This means that
the journal in question does not, according to the evaluation panel, meet some of the Level 1 criteria,
eg that over half of the referees and authors represent a single research organisation and the relevance
or quality of research raises questions.
Peer review-based ranking is therefore able to neutralise certain biases of WoS, discussed in the previous section of this paper, especially in respect of law journals that for some reason cannot enter into
WoS (law journals that do not publish English papers and specialist law journals that have difficulty
attracting enough citations to show a sufficiently significant impact on the scholarly community to be
selected for inclusion in WoS) or where JIF does not fairly reflect the reputation of a law journal within
the academic community, while at the same time preserving the national commitment of legal
academia. The main objective of this paper was to establish to what extent rankings based on JIF
and peer review overlap, and – based on this – conclude on the relevance of JIF in the field of
legal scholarship.
96

JUFO, Classification criteria, http://www.julkaisufoorumi.fi/en/evaluations/classification-criteria.
Letto-Vanamo, above n 91. She also points out that the same is also true for book publishers, so that all Level 3 publishers publish legal books only in English (eg Oxford University Press and Cambridge University Press).
98
The whole list of Level 2 journals can be retrieved at https://www.tsv.fi/julkaisufoorumi/haku.php?lang=en, selecting rank
2 and ‘law’ under the social sciences.
99
Eg Cahiers de Droit Europeen, Rechtstheorie, Revue International de Droit Compare, Tijdschrift voor
Rechtsgeschiedenis and Zeitschrift für Europäisches Privatrecht. In total, there are 14 journals in this group that are not
fully published in English.
100
Eg Quaderni Costituzionali, Revue du Marche Commun et de l’Union Europeenne, Zeitschrift für Europarecht,
Internationales Privatrecht und Rechtsvergleichung etc.
101
Author’s e-mail correspondence with Jukka Snell, Head of the JUFO panel for law, 9 August 2019.
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(c) Comparison between WoS and Nordic peer review ranking of law journals
(i) Methodological clarification
To ascertain to what extent rankings based on JIF and peer review overlap, JIFs – as published by the
Clarivate Analytics for 2017 – were attributed to the journals that are listed in the ‘law’ category of the
Finnish ranking of journals.102 It must be emphasised that the law category of journals in WoS (150 journals) differs from the law category in JUFO (989 journals), as the latter includes not only journals in the
former category, but also journals that belong to other categories in WoS (eg criminology, women’s studies,
international relations etc) as well as a large number of journals that are not listed in WoS. It was thus established that 257 journals from the JUFO ‘law’ ranking are listed in different categories of WoS.
Based on the above, various correlations between the two rankings were statistically examined in
terms of their overlapping and gaps. This, inter alia, led to a list of law journals that are considered
to be internationally leading by the Finnish peer reviewers, yet they are not listed in WoS. The
same was also done in respect of Norwegian and Danish law journals’ rankings. I then contacted
all the editors of this group of law journals with publicly available e-mail addresses, asking them to
comment on their attitude towards WoS. A remarkably large share of editors replied to my inquiry,
suggesting that the issue of journal rankings is an important one and that an international debate
on this topic is needed. The editors’ responses are discussed after the analysis of the correlations
between the JIF- and peer review-based rankings of law journals.
(ii) Statistical analysis of parallels between JIF and peer review-based rankings of law journals
First, law journals that are highly ranked by peer reviewers, despite having no or low JIF, were looked
at. It was established that there are no law journals among the world’s top law journals on the Finnish
ranking that are not also included in WoS. Moreover, all of the world’s top law journals are ranked in
the first quartile (Q1) of WoS. It may thus be concluded that all law journals that are considered as
journals of the highest quality by legal experts are also ranked highly in WoS and that JIF, in certain
respects, mirrors the quality reputation among Finnish peers, in the field of law.103 While it is true that
some law journals in this group have not always been in the Q1 of WoS, the majority of them hold a
stable JIF in Q1. This considerably strong overlapping between the JIF-based and peer review-based
ranking of law journals in the most prestigious category is interesting, considering that the country
citation coverage does not indicate that Finnish legal scholars highly cite all of the journals in the
group, in particular not the US university law journals (see Table 4 above).
Additionally, there are only a handful of law journals listed in WoS that are highly regarded by
Finnish legal experts but do not rank highly in WoS.104 Moreover, only three law journals of the highest rank awarded by the legal experts were in Q3 of WoS in 2017, yet all three of them had had higher
JIFs in the past.105 A similar conclusion about the overlap of the JIF-based and peer review-based
ranking may also be made at the lower end of the Finnish ranking, as there is only one law journal
in the category ‘non-ranked’ (or rank 0) on the JUFO list, that is listed in WoS.
Significant disparity between the citation and expert based ranking of law journals, however, subsists in the category of internationally leading law journals (rank 2 of the JUFO ranking). First, there is
a group of 27 American university law reviews that are in Q1 of WoS but which are not included in the
quota of the world’s top journals on the JUFO list (rank 3).106 This group of law journals has very
102
An Excel table with all the data on the 989 law journals listed on the JUFO ranking with parallel information on rankings in quartiles of WoS and Scopus is published on my Research Gate profile.
103
According to JUFO, all of the world’s top law journals that are listed in Q1 of WoS are also positioned in the upper rank
of the Norwegian and Danish peer review ranking, with the exception of the American Journal of International Law which is
ranked in the lower rank of the Danish listing.
104
Thus Law&Philosophy, which is considered a world top law journal in JUFO, is only listed in Q4 of WoS.
105
American Journal of Comparative Law, European Law Review and the Journal of Law and Society.
106
Such as the California Law Review, Columbia Law Review, Duke Law Journal, Georgetown Law Journal, Michigan Law
Review, NYU Law Review, Northwestern University Law Review, Stanford Law Review, Texas Law Review, UCLA Law
Review, University of Chicago Law Review and University of Pennsylvania Law Review.
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mixed rankings on the other two Nordic listings, with the lower rank (1) prevailing. Furthermore,
there are six law journals that have been ranked as internationally leading by the Finnish legal experts,
yet they are only in Q4 of WoS.107 While this would be considered as a sign of less renowned journals
in some other disciplines, this is evidently not so in legal scholarship.
More importantly, however, 56 law journals out of 121 journals that are considered as internationally leading by the Finnish experts are not included in WoS at all (ie 46%). A significant share of internationally leading journals on the Danish and Norwegian expert based ranking of law journals are also
not listed in WoS. The Danish ranking of law journals, which only distinguishes between rank 1
(basic) and rank 2 (leading) law journals, classifies 57 out of 87 journals in the leading category
that are not listed in WoS (ie 65%). In respect of the Norwegian list, 26 law journals out of 66 in
the leading rank are not listed in WoS (ie 39%).
Within this group of journals, three categories of journals may be established:
(i) generalist law journals in English and in other widely spoken languages: eg Cahiers De Droit
Européen, Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies, German Law Journal, Maastricht
Journal of European and Comparative Law, The Columbia Journal of European Law etc;
(ii) renowned specialist law journals: eg European Business Law Review, European Company and
Financial Law Review, European Journal of Health Law, European Review of Private Law,
Human Rights Law Review, Public Procurement Law Review, Ratio Juris, Zeitschrift für
Europäisches Privatrecht, Tijdschrift voor Rechtsgeschiedenis; and
(iii) regional or national law journals: eg Lakimies, Nir: Nordiskt Immateriellt Rättsskydd, and
Tidsskrift for Rettsvitenskap.
There is, therefore, a large share of journals in the field of law with a strong international reputation
that are not (yet) listed in WoS and do not have JIFs recorded, nor do citations in these journals contribute to JIFs of law journals listed in WoS. A large number of internationally reputable law journals
not indexed in WoS does, however, not mean that legal scholarship is insusceptible to the WoS and JIF
phenomenon, since many law journals from this group are listed in the Emerging Sources Citation
Index (ESCI).108 ESCI serves as a waiting room for the core WoS indexes, with less stringent acceptance criteria but without attributing an impact factor to a journal.
It is further relevant that although the three Nordic ranking systems function in a coordinated way,
there are manifest differences between them.109 Two groups of journals stand out in this respect: certain national law journals110 and numerous specialist law journals111 and multidisciplinary ones112
that are difficult to rank when there is no metric indicator behind the comparison. It is also notable
that it is more likely that the differences in ratings subsist in respect of journals not indexed in WoS
than in respect of journals that are listed in WoS: eg out of 34 law journals on the Danish leading list
that are not also ranked high on the Finnish list, 28 law journals are not indexed in WoS, while only 6
107

Criminal Law Review, IIC-International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law, Journal of Competition
Law and Economics, Journal of Value Inquiry, Journal of World Energy Law and Business and Tijdschrift Voor
Rechtsgeschiedenis.
108
Eg European Review of Private Law, European Company and Financial Law Review, European Journal of Health Law,
Industrial Law Journal, Intertax, Journal of Energy and Natural Resources Law, Journal of Private International Law, Law and
Critique, Legal Theory, Ratio Juris, Res Publica, Rabel Journal of Comparative and International Private Law etc.
109
While 51 out of 62 leading law journals on the Norwegian list are also ranked as world top or internationally leading in
the Finnish ranking (ie an 82% match), the same can be said for only 53 out of 87 law journals from the Danish list (ie a 61%
match).
110
Danish Juristen, several nordiske tidsskrifter (Nordic journals in Danish), Norweigian Tidsskrift for Rettsvitenskap
(Journal of Legal Studies) etc.
111
European Company and Financial Law Review, European Competition Law Review, European Energy and
Environmental Law Review, European Journal of Health Law, European Labour Law Journal, European Taxation, World
Tax Journal, International Data Privacy Law etc.
112
Such as European Journal of Social Security.
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are. It will thus be interesting to follow whether/how these rankings will adjust once these journals are
indexed in WoS, and speaks in favour of a more harmonised European peer review-based ranking of
law journals with a uniform core of law journals and national specific sections.
In respect of the 743 journals ranked as basic (rank 1) on the JUFO list in the category ‘law’, their
ranking in WoS is also very diverse: 16 journals are in Q1; 43 in Q2; 46 in Q3; and 67 in Q4 of WoS,
while the rest are not listed in WoS. The discrepancy in rank 1 is obvious due to the high selectivity of
WoS.
Since the competitive citation-based index of journals – Scopus (operated by Elsevier) – has
broader coverage of law journals than WoS,113 I have checked the extent to which JUFO and
Scopus overlap. Table 6 shows data in respect of the coverage of law journals, ranked by JUFO, in
Scopus, where there are 512 law journals in the ‘law’ category, with additional journals publishing
legal topics in other related categories. While Scopus is less strict when selecting journals for the
index, eg accepting yearbooks, still nearly 30% of the internationally leading law journals from the
JUFO list are not listed in Scopus. Importantly, this shows reluctance by editors of law journals to listing their respective journals in citation databases.
Comparing the Finnish ranking with the UK ranking of law journals that was established by
Campbell et al114 based on the most important submissions by UK researchers to the first UK
Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) in 2001, which displayed 33 law journals with the highest volume
of submissions, it was found that – despite the fact that the UK ranking was based on data from 2001–
30 of these 33 UK journals are also listed on the JUFO list (ie more than 90%),115 with 21 of these
journals (63%) ranking as world top (rank 3) or international leading (rank 2) on the Finnish ranking.
The remaining third of UK law journals that do not rank as high in the Finnish ranking are mostly law
journals of more local UK relevance (ie Judicial Review, Scottish Law and Practice Quarterly,
Edinburgh Law Review), none of which are indexed in WoS.
After examining law journals on the JUFO ranking from the perspective of their JIF, journals that
are listed in WoS were observed from the perspective of their position in the JUFO ranking.
It was first established that there is only one journal in WoS that has been ranked below basic (rank
0) by the Finnish legal experts, even though it is in Q1 in WoS.116 This discrepancy most likely results
from a computer mistake, rather than from a lack of standards for this journal, considering that it is a
multidisciplinary journal that was probably left out by all competent panels. There are thus no relevant
discrepancies between the two rankings in this respect. As noted before, there is a considerable group
of mostly US universities’ law reviews with high JIFs that classify them in Q1 of WoS, yet they are not
considered as world top journals by Finnish peer reviewers (rank 3). Still, many of them are considered
as internationally leading (rank 2).
There are 16 law journals that are in Q1 of WoS, but have only been awarded with rank 1 by
Finnish experts.117 Some of these journals are not categorised under law in WoS,118 some US universities’ law journals are not as highly reputed by Nordic peer reviewers as their JIF would suggest,119

For some comparisons between WoS and Scopus see T Bartol et al ‘Assessment of research fields in Scopus and Web of
Science in the view of national research evaluation in Slovenia’ (2014) 98(2) Scientometrics 1491.
114
K Campbell et al ‘Ranking of United Kingdom law journals: an analysis of the research assessment exercise 2001 submissions and results’ (2006) 33 Journal of Law and Society 350–351.
115
In contrast, less than half (14 out of 33) of the leading UK law journals are also listed in WoS.
116
Ie the European Journal of Psychology Applied to Legal Context.
117
Administrative Law Review, Aggression and Violent Behavior, Boston University Law Review, Child Abuse Review,
Chinese Journal of International Law, International Environmental Agreements: Politics Law and Economics,
International Journal of Transitional Justice, Journal of Experimental Criminology, Legal and Criminological Psychology,
Marine Policy, Minnesota Law Review, Psychology Crime and Law, Psychology Public Policy and Law, Social Science
Computer Review and Trauma Violence and Abuse.
118
Eg Child Abuse Review, Marine Policy, Social Science Computer Review and several criminology journals.
119
Eg Boston University Law Review and Minnesota Law Review.
113
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Table 6. Coverage of law journals listed on the JUFO ranking in WoS and Scopus (in %)
JUFO ranking

No of journals

WoS (%)

Scopus (%)

22

100

100

119

54

71

Rank 1 (standard)

736

23

45

Non-ranked (0)

103

1

4

Rank 3 (world highest)
Rank 2 (internationally leading)

Source: author’s calculations

while some have only recently achieved a high JIF.120 This group of law journals is also generally
ranked in the lower rank of the Danish and Norwegian rankings.121
It may thus be established that a high JIF, which places a law journal in Q1 of the WoS ranking or
even in a top-ranked position based on citation counts, does not automatically classify a law journal as
‘world leading’ by expert judgment, which may partly be attributed to the quota system of the JUFO
ranking and partly to the regional perception of law journals’ influence.122
***
Two main conclusions can be deduced from the above analysis. First, despite the criticism of the legal
community towards JIFs, the latter is not completely at odds in the field of law. The most reputable law
journals on the Finnish peer review ranking are all listed in WoS and have high JIFs. On the other
hand, there is only one law journal listed in WoS that is classified in the non-ranked (0) category
of JUFO. Criteria for evaluation of journal quality applied by WoS reviewers and Finnish peer
reviewers, eg scientific nature and international impact, are therefore similar to a considerable extent.
Law journals indexed in WoS more consistently rank high on the peer review rankings than those that
are not in WoS. It is moreover noticeable that upon the publication of JIFs by the Clarivate Analytics
for the previous year, editors of law journals that rank high proudly announce this fact on social
media, while some law journals also publish their JIF and quartile in WoS – a practice known in
most STEM disciplines.123 JIF is thus afforded higher relevance than the legal scholarship is perhaps
willing to admit.
On the other hand, however, WoS is certainly not the only criteria for assessing the reputation of
law journals. Other than by using citation based analysis, it is clearly very difficult to rank academic
journals. Based on regionally determined citation spread of law journals that are listed in WoS, one can
judge the regionally determined perception of reputation of a law journal by peer reviewers. Americans
will hardly consider European journals as leading, while WoS data show that European authors do not
cite US law journals listed in WoS to a great extent. Since there are considerable differences between
Nordic peer review rankings, especially in respect of those law journals that are not listed in WoS, one
can assume that disparities would grow proportionally with the growth of the applicable geographical
scope of the ranking. Despite these concerns, however, the Norwegian ranking of publication channels
is used to accredit research publications in South Africa.124 Moreover, about two thirds of law journals,
especially general law journals, rank highly in all rankings. Specialist law journals are in a more difficult position and vary more noticeably when different rankings are compared (eg environmental law
journals, company law journals, nationally relevant journals).
120

Eg Chinese Journal of International Law.
Out of the group in the previous footnote, only Marine Policy and Journal of Experimental Criminology are classified as
leading in the Danish ranking and Social Science Computer Review is classified as leading in the Norwegian ranking.
122
Eg in 2018, University of Pennsylvania Law Review was awarded the highest JIF among the law journals listed in WoS,
yet has rank 2 on JUFO.
123
Eg European Law Journal: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/14680386.
124
See above n 93.
121
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Table 7. Rankings of law journals listed in WoS on the Finnish peer review ranking
WoS quartile

JUFO rank 3

JUFO rank 2

JUFO rank 1

JUFO non-ranked

Q1

15

29

16

1

Q2

3

15

42

0

Q3

3

13

47

0

Q4

1

6

66

0

∑

22

63

171

1

Source: Author’s own calculations based on data in JUFO and WoS.

To conclude, JIF-based and peer review-based rankings are complementary: while WoS has a global
reputation and attracts authors who want or need internationally certificated publications, a comparison with the peer review ranking shows that WoS has adequate standards in terms of scholarly publishing when selecting journals for the list. In contrast, peer review ranking can complement the list of
journals in WoS by remedying some of the latter’s shortcomings (eg bias towards US,
English-language, generalist law journals), though it also has some shortcomings (eg possible subjective judgment by peers compiling the ranking).
(iii) Editors’ response to the survey
Since statistical data have shown that a large share of law journals are not listed in WoS, despite peer
review rankings classifying them as being internationally leading journals, I wondered whether, considering their reputation among peers, these law journals have applied or plan to apply for inclusion in
WoS, or whether they had some reservations about making such an application, and if so, what those
were. Due to some missing editors’ names or difficulty finding their e-mail addresses, I contacted 50
out of the 56 editors of law journals that are considered as ‘internationally leading’ by the Finnish
experts, but which are not included in WoS. I asked what their position was on WoS. It was a single
question, without a questionnaire, as the survey was qualitative rather than quantitative. I contacted
the editors only once, without reminding them about not replying. 45 editors responded to my
inquiry; such a high response rate strongly suggests that discussions on the evaluation of law journals
are pressing. This subsection briefly summarises the editors’ responses and conducts a brief analysis in
this respect.
First, there are some editors that have limited knowledge about JIFs and WoS. They responded, for
example, that they have ‘absolutely no idea’ or that they are ‘not familiar with the “Web of Science”
factory’ or that they are not aware of indexing issues with respect to their journal, as these decisions are
made by their publishers. Two editors emphasised they are not eligible to apply for WoS indexing, as
they do not publish sufficient citable content each year to qualify (ie twenty papers). This is a particular problem not only for yearbooks but also for certain specialist law journals that publish a small
number of articles per year, to make a strong selection. One of these two editors has reported that
they plan to increase the number of papers published, in order to be able to apply for WoS.
A third of the responding editors have reported that they have not applied to WoS, nor are they
planning on doing so for a variety of reasons, such as because they are simply not interested in
WoS as they have a more practice-focused audience, or because it is sufficient that their journal is
indexed on Westlaw. Frank Hendrickx, president of the International Association of Labour Law
Journals (IALLJ), which groups about 30 leading labour law journals around the world, noted that
IALLJ did not follow an active strategy of being recognised with various lists, as the ranking issue
for law journals is not yet fully mature.125 One editor noted that their journal is cited by the Court
of Justice of the EU and not being indexed in WoS has consequently not discouraged several hundred
125

Author’s e-mail correspondence with Frank Hendrickx, editor of the European Labour Law Journal, 17 June 2019.
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Table 8. Positions on WoS by editors of internationally leading law journals (according to JUFO) that are not included in
WoS
Editor’s stance on WoS

Number of editors

Not familiar with WoS and JIF

7

Not eligible to apply

2

Not planning to apply

14

Planning to apply in the future

9

Already applied but have been declined

3

Already applied, currently waiting for inclusion

11

Source: Author’s survey among editors of law journals based on e-mail communication in summer 2019.

libraries from purchasing their journal. Certain editors strongly oppose JIFs and WoS and for this reason alone have not submitted their journal to WoS, and while some editors do not strongly oppose
WoS, they nevertheless do not see ‘what the added value would be for a law journal to be accepted’,
noting that ‘content and quality of content are our prime concern’. Finally, some have not applied for
WoS due to their lack of support staff, and the time-consuming process to adhere to WoS standards.
Almost half of the responding editors had already applied or were planning to apply to WoS at
some point in the future, in order to attract contributions of a higher quality. One editor responded,
for example, that although journal rankings are not used in the UK REF, they are aware that rankings
are important in other jurisdictions and since they want to attract authors from these jurisdictions too,
they plan to apply for inclusion in WoS. Another editor stated that their publisher had started the
application process to WoS and although he was not involved in the process as he focuses on peer
review and academic standards, he ‘totally support[s] the process, because we’d like to draw the
best authors, and some of them might be interested in these rankings (because their institutions
do)’. Another editor explained in this respect that ‘it has become more difficult to compete with ranked
journals, which, eg for funding reasons, have grown more attractive even for ‘accomplished authors’.
An editor of a journal that was rejected by WoS twice noted that even though they were puzzled after
the second rejection, they decided to adjust the publication policy (increasing the number of articles
published per year), ‘since the non-indexation prevent us from receiving interesting articles from colleagues operating from countries where it is useless to publish in non-indexed journals’. A few editors
stated they have recently changed a smaller publisher for a bigger one and are foreseeing that this
change will make it easier for them to apply for inclusion in WoS. It was also noticeable that although
some editors were not strong supporters of WoS, their publishing houses convinced them to apply to
WoS, since ‘being included in the Web of Science (WoS) does make the journal more discoverable,
because researchers use the journal listing and journal citation ranking “JCR” to identify journals
to submit to and to read. Being included (…) increases the journal and articles findability’.126
Furthermore, some editors have noted that their journals have been submitted for inclusion in
WoS and that after two years of evaluation, the journals have been accepted for inclusion in the
ESCI; they are thus hoping to be accepted in the core collection in the next few years. It has also
been noted that WoS is ‘a tough environment for “regional” journals’, yet they pushed to get more
citation potential by being included in ESCI.
Three of the responding editors’ journals had already applied to WoS, yet have been declined due to
low citations, quality of peer review or low volume, while one journal had at the time of application
been considered too young to show a track record of excellence.
Despite the controversy of JIF and WoS among legal scholars, the majority of the responding editors had no strongly held views in this respect, with the prevailing number of law journals already
126

E-mail correspondence with an editor of a law journal published by Wiley, 3 June 2019.
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included in ESCI or planning to apply for inclusion therein in the future. With respect to several journals, the editors noted there has been a shift in editorial policy towards WoS in the past few years. This
shift was observed in two directions. While some editors have noted that their predecessors had felt
that in the field of legal publications ‘there would be no benefit from an inclusion in such doubtful
ranking mechanisms’, the present editors feel that ‘it has become more difficult to compete with
ranked journals’ and they will thus check how they can ‘adequately reflect and stir the aspired importance of our journal’ through the ranking mechanisms in the future. Even several practice oriented law
journals noted that their authorship has shifted over the years (towards a more academic one) and in
this respect the editors are now reviewing their current submission and indexing policy. In contrast,
some editors noted that ten or more years ago they planned to submit the journal to WoS in order to
achieve international qualification, however, with the change of generations in the editorial boards, the
journals are now more practice-oriented, leaving aside the plans to be included in WoS.
In searching for journal editors and their contacts it was also evident that a number of law journals
have a very weak website presence, with the most recent content dating back to 2016, no online publication of current issues’ contents etc, which lowers their visibility and impact. In comparison, in natural sciences that traditionally display high JIFs and have a high number of journals indexed in WoS,
publishers actively distribute information about the most recent articles and also encourage authors to
disseminate their papers as broadly as possible (through relevant academic associations, LinkedIn,
Research Gate etc). Science journals even practise monthly citation updates for authors via
Mendeley. While one can have an unfavourable view of the dissemination of research publications
solely for the purpose of citation collection, it is also true that research can only be purposeful if it
reaches the target audience, both within the relevant research community as well as in broader society.
Moreover, several law journals that are considered ‘leading’ by the experts do not present their editors
on the website, even though the editors’ names are the leading journal attribute to attract quality
papers, next to the authors’ reputation and quality of previously published papers. This is an interesting fact, considering that predatory journals from questionable publishers that often do not identify
the journal’s editors or a formal editorial board are on the rise.127 As publishing with modern IT support seems fairly simple, an increasing number of publishers simultaneously set up hundreds of journals in a wide range of fields that invite authors to publish with the aim of earning money, while not
meeting the standards of scientific publications. Having real editors with academic reputation is a
strong characteristic that differentiate serious journals from predatory ones. It is therefore important
that editors’ names are clearly stated within any serious law journal, as well as on associated websites.
I have also noted that many bi-monthly law journals are published at the end of the even month and
quarterly journals at the end of the quarter, rather than at the beginning, which shortens the two-year
period for the collection of citations that are captured in the JIF calculation. In disciplines that are more
JIF-focused, journals are published at the beginning of the relevant period or even ahead of schedule,
while many continuously publish papers online until an issue is filled, thereby prolonging the period
for collecting citations. Finally, the practice of using less explanatory titles for articles in legal scholarship,
which only indirectly reveal their content, in comparison with the more straightforward titles used in
natural sciences, could affect the visibility of articles among peers, and their resulting impact.
Conclusions and the way forward
Research work on this paper has made me realise that there are an impressive number of law journals
on the market, much larger than I expected. Not all of them have equally high publication standards.
While European legal scholars need to accept that there is a real need for a more uniform system of
research assessment in Europe,128 it is equally true that there is no perfect indicator of quality and that
127

J Beall Criteria for Determining Predatory Open-Access Publishers (3rd edn, 2015), available at https://beallslist.weebly.
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Van Gestel and Vranken, above n 13, at 929.
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no evaluation system will ever convince every legal scholar in Europe. Pursuit of the best method of
research evaluation depends very much on the academic culture within law researchers’ communities
(ie whether researchers are keen to take shortcuts in terms of publishing and whether this is supported
by their peers); on the level of competitiveness among legal scholars (ie whether there is often a high
number of applicants for each academic position or a very limited one); on research management at
the respective faculties of law (ie whether rigorous research is expected for employment assessments
and promotion purposes); on the degree of financial independence of legal departments within universities (ie how much positions on bibliometrics by hard sciences influence the financial positions of
law schools), and finally, on the professional strength and reputation of legal scholarship in general (ie
how influential legal scholars are within the academic community). Differences between universities
and countries in this respect prevent serious dialogue on legal research evaluation indicators in
Europe and more widely. Nevertheless, the so-called new public management and performance-based
research funding that is spreading from more developed to less developed countries is making this
debate increasingly pressing, and legal scholarship is no more unique than any other research discipline.129 Rather than comparing legal scholarship to other disciplines, it should concentrate on research
quality indicators most suitable to it. It is thus necessary that European legal scholarship actively participate in establishing indicators that most comprehensively reflect research that is valuable for the
legal academic community and the legal profession.
When comparing law journals in WoS and the Finnish peer review-based ranking of law journals, it
was found that all law journals that are considered journals of the highest quality by legal experts are
also ranked highly in WoS, despite peers not using citation statistics as the main decision-making factor. Moreover, there are many journals in the field of law with a strong international reputation which
are not listed in WoS and do not have JIFs recorded, nor do citations in these journals contribute to
JIFs of law journals that are listed in WoS. Besides, it was established that a high JIF, placing a law
journal in Q1 of the WoS ranking, does not automatically classify the latter as the world’s leading
law journal according to expert judgment.
Despite the controversy of JIF and WoS among legal scholars, the majority of editors in this survey
(whose law journals are not listed in WoS but which are considered ‘leading’ by experts) had no
strongly held views in this respect, reflecting that even in the field of law it is increasingly accepted
that metrics has its strengths and limits, just like peer review.130 Moreover, one size is unlikely to
fit all, legal scholarship being no exception. As noted by the Metric Tide Report, a mature research
system needs a variable geometry of expert judgement, quantitative and qualitative indicators.131
The first principle of the Leiden Manifesto also states that ‘quantitative metrics can challenge bias tendencies in peer review’, thereby strengthening peer review; however, ‘assessors must not be tempted to
cede decision-making to the numbers’.132 It is undoubtedly a challenge to combine the quantitative
and qualitative approaches in an appropriate way.
A two-tier approach is proposed in this respect. On the one hand it would be welcoming if more
European law journals could be included in WoS. Once the number of European law journals listed in
WoS increases, the image of the international impact of all European law journals will improve on the
basis of the snowball effect, leading to higher JIFs for those journals that are already included in WoS,
as well as facilitating those reputable scholarly law journals that are still applying for inclusion to prove
their international impact. It is also clear that the WoS platform needs to adhere to the principles of
the Leiden Manifesto and more consistently reflect them in the criteria for selection of law journals to
129
See also S Gutwirth ‘The evaluation of legal science, the Vl. IR.-model for integral quality assessment of research law:
what next’ in H Eisendrath and JP Van Bendegem It Takes Two to Do Science, The Puzzling Interactions between Science and
Society (ASP, 2009) p 69.
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their core databases, in particular in respect of journals that are not published in English, law journals
that have a more national focus yet adhere to the highest quality standards, as well as in respect of
specialist law journals that fill narrow niches of legal scholarship and are thus very valuable without
having the real potential to attract a high number of citations. Citations in books should also be
included in JIF calculations to reflect a more complete journal impact.
Until the WoS selection criteria are more attuned to European legal scholarship, however, peer
review-based rankings can complement the JIF-based rankings by evaluating the quality of those
law journals that are sidelined by WoS. It is interesting that, in general, everyone ‘knows’ which law
journals are the leading ones in certain fields of law, yet when a list is put down on paper, agreement
seems to vanish. It would in fact be naive to expect such agreement. Even so, cooperation and
exchange of views between various national forums of legal scholars is needed, not only in
Scandinavia, where such forums are already formed, but across Europe. A single European ranking
would have a higher impact upon national research councils and universities as it would reflect a
European understanding of the most prestigious, internationally leading and standard quality scholarly law journals. The Finnish system of publication evaluation, with methodology in line with
DORA and the Leiden Manifesto, could serve as a role model for such a project. In this way, balanced
attention would be paid to the quantitative and qualitative aspects of impact.
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